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Introduction

O

n April 19, 2016, thousands of eligible Brooklyn
voters dutifully showed up to cast their ballots
in the presidential primary, only to find their
names missing from the voter lists. An investigation by
the New York state attorney general found that New York
City’s Board of Elections had improperly deleted more
than 200,000 names from the voter rolls.
In June 2016, the Arkansas secretary of state provided a
list to the state’s 75 county clerks suggesting that more
than 7,700 names be removed from the rolls because of
supposed felony convictions. That roster was highly inaccurate; it included people who had never been convicted
of a felony, as well as persons with past convictions whose
voting rights had been restored.

County v. Holder (which ended federal “preclearance,”
a Voting Rights Act provision that was enacted to apply
extra scrutiny to jurisdictions with a history of racial discrimination) has had a profound and negative impact:
For the two election cycles between 2012 and 2016,
jurisdictions no longer subject to federal preclearance had
purge rates significantly higher than jurisdictions that did
not have it in 2013. The Brennan Center calculates that
2 million fewer voters would have been purged over those
four years if jurisdictions previously subject to federal
preclearance had purged at the same rate as those jurisdictions not subject to that provision in 2013.4
In Texas, for example, one of the states previously subject
to federal preclearance, approximately 363,000 more
voters were erased from the rolls in the first election cycle
after Shelby County than in the comparable midterm election cycle immediately preceding it.5 And Georgia purged
twice as many voters — 1.5 million — between the 2012
and 2016 elections as it did between 2008 and 2012.

And in Virginia in 2013, nearly 39,000 voters were
removed from the rolls when the state relied on a faulty
database to delete voters who allegedly had moved out of
the commonwealth. Error rates in some counties ran as
high as 17 percent.

Meanwhile, the Justice Department has abdicated its assigned role in preventing overly aggressive purges. In fact,
the Justice Department has sent letters to election officials
inquiring about their purging practices — a move seen
by many as laying the groundwork for claims that some
jurisdictions are not sufficiently aggressive in clearing
names off the rolls.

These voters were victims of purges — the sometimes-flawed process by which election officials attempt
to remove ineligible names from voter registration lists.
When done correctly, purges ensure the voter rolls are
accurate and up-to-date. When done incorrectly, purges
disenfranchise legitimate voters (often when it is too close
to an election to rectify the mistake), causing confusion
and delay at the polls.

This new report follows an extensive analysis of this issue
in a 2008 Brennan Center report entitled Voter Purges.6 In that report, we uncovered evidence that election
administrators were purging people based on error-ridden
practices, that voters were purged secretly and without
notice, and that there were limited protections against
purges. In this year’s report, we discovered that little about
purge practices has improved and that a number of things
have, in fact, gotten worse.

Ahead of upcoming midterm elections, a new Brennan
Center investigation has examined data for more than
6,600 jurisdictions that report purge rates to the Election
Assistance Commission and calculated purge rates for 49
states.1
We found that between 2014 and 2016, states removed
almost 16 million voters from the rolls, and every state
in the country can and should do more to protect voters
from improper purges.2

This study also found:

Almost 4 million more names were purged from the rolls
between 2014 and 2016 than between 2006 and 2008.3
This growth in the number of removed voters represented
an increase of 33 percent — far outstripping growth in
both total registered voters (18 percent) and total population (6 percent).
Most disturbingly, our research suggests great cause for
concern that the Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in Shelby

 In the past five years, four states have engaged in
illegal purges, and another four states have implemented unlawful purge rules.
Federal standards for purges were set in the 1993
National Voter Registration Act (NVRA). Since 2013,
Florida, New York, North Carolina, and Virginia have
conducted illegal purges. Moreover, Brennan Center
research has uncovered that four states (Alabama,
Arizona, Indiana, and Maine) have written policies that
by their terms violate the NVRA and provide for illegal
purges. Alabama, Indiana, and Maine have policies for
using data from a database called the Interstate Voter
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Registration Crosscheck Program (Crosscheck) to
immediately purge voters without providing the notice
and waiting period required by federal law (Indiana’s
practice has been put on hold by a federal court).
Arizona regulations permit Crosscheck purges during
the 90 days prior to an election, a period during which
federal law prohibits large-scale purges. These eight
states are home to more than a quarter of registered
voters across the nation.

 States use inaccurate information.
Although states have improved the way in which they
use data to purge the voter rolls in some respects,
several jurisdictions rely on faulty data to flag potentially ineligible voters. And some of the new sources of
information that have come into widespread use since
our 2008 report, such as Crosscheck, are especially
problematic.
 A new coterie of activist groups is pressing for
aggressive purges.
Most purging litigation brought by private litigants
before 2008 contended that voter removal efforts were
overly aggressive. Today, a different group of plaintiffs
is hauling election officials into court, claiming that
purging practices in their jurisdictions are not sufficiently zealous.
This report makes the following recommendations:

 Enforce the NVRA’s protections.
The NVRA, one of the major federal laws governing
how states and localities can conduct purges, permits
voters and civic groups to sue election officials if they
violate the law’s provisions. Monitoring jurisdictions
to ensure they are complying with the NVRA — and
bringing litigation when necessary — is especially
important in an era when election officials are under
pressure to mount aggressive purges.
 States should set purging standards that provide
even more protections than the NVRA.
The NVRA sets out federal standards for purges and
requires that voters removed from the rolls for certain
reasons be given notification. But these are minimum
guidelines. States can and should do more to protect
against disenfranchisement caused by improper purges
— for example, providing public and individual notice
before purging names from the rolls.
 Pass automatic voter registration.
Automatic voter registration is a popular reform that
minimizes registration errors and allows for easy updates, making rolls more accurate and current.
2 | BR E NNA N C ENTE R F OR J UST I CE

Methodology
We analyzed purge statutes, regulations, and other guidance in 49 states.7 We interviewed 21 state or local election administrators in 18 states and reviewed documents
from 20 states in response to public records requests.8
We also calculated state and county purge rates using voter registration data from the Election Administration and
Voting Survey (EAVS), which is administered biennially
by the U.S. Election Assistance Commission.9 Our analysis used EAVS data from the 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014,
and 2016 reports. In each two-year period, we calculated
a jurisdiction’s voter removal rate by dividing the number
of removed voters by the sum of registered voters (i.e., both
active and inactive registered voters) and removed voters.10

The 2018 Purge Landscape
Between the 2014 and 2016 elections, roughly 16 million
names nationwide were removed from voter rolls.11 The
federal law governing purges12 allows a voter’s name to be
purged from the voter rolls on the following grounds: (1)
disenfranchising criminal conviction; (2) mental incapacity; (3) death; and (4) change in residence. In addition to
these criteria, individuals who were never eligible in the
first place, such as someone under 18 or a noncitizen, may
be removed. Voters may be removed at their own request
(even if they remain eligible). While all 49 states with
voter registration lists have affirmative policies to remove
names from the rolls (typically for several or all of the four
delineated categories), states vary in the manner in and
frequency with which they conduct voter purges.13

 Disenfranchising Conviction
Except in Maine and Vermont, states disenfranchise at
least some voters convicted of a crime for some period
of time, which means that there are states that purge
voters because of a criminal conviction. States have
different policies about what causes a voter to become
ineligible and different procedures for removing those
who have been disenfranchised.14 They also draw
upon different lists to identify individuals with felony
convictions, which may in turn be maintained with
different levels of regularity and precision by courts or
law-enforcement officials at the state or federal levels.
 Mental Incapacity
Though less ubiquitous than some other bases of removal,
28 states have specific rules requiring removal from the
rolls of a person determined not to have mental capacity
to vote.15 Definitions vary, and reform attempts have had

some success limiting the instances in which those with
alleged mental incapacity lose their right to vote.16

 Death
Federal law mandates that states take steps to remove the
deceased from the rolls. Yet there is no uniform standard
among the various state laws detailing the sources of information to be consulted to determine which voters are
deceased. Some jurisdictions use information from state
agencies, some review obituaries, and some rely on the
Social Security Administration’s Death Master File.17
 Residency Changes
States vary in how they perform list maintenance for
changes of address. Some of that variation is in timing.
Montana, for example, conducts address removals
every odd-numbered year,18 and Connecticut conducts
address removals annually.19 There is also variation in
which source of information is used. Two common
sources are drivers’ license updates and the postal service’s National Change of Address (NCOA) database,
but states also utilize other sources, such as interstate
databases, returned mailings, or voter inactivity.
 Noncitizenship
While election officials generally remove names of
persons when it is made known to them that a noncitizen has gotten on the rolls, at least six states also have
laws that require state officials to use jury declinations,
drivers’ license information, and/or federal databases
to actively identify noncitizens on the voter rolls, to
remove names of noncitizens so identified, or both.20

to be removed, especially given that we identified no state
with the desired level of voter protections against purges.

Purge Rates Increased More in Jurisdictions
Previously Subject to Federal Preclearance
Prior to 2013, the Voting Rights Act required certain
jurisdictions with a history of discriminatory election
practices to obtain federal certification that any intended
election change, including voter purge practices, would
not harm minority voters and was not enacted with discriminatory intent. This monitoring process was known
as “preclearance.”22 In 2013, however, the Supreme Court
concluded in Shelby County v. Holder23 that Congress had
inappropriately determined which jurisdictions should be
subject to preclearance. As a result, jurisdictions subject
to (or “covered” by) preclearance requirements were freed
from making the case that minority voters would not be
harmed by a proposed election change.
Across the board, formerly covered jurisdictions increased
their purge rates after 2012 more than noncovered jurisdictions. Before Shelby County, jurisdictions that were
subject to preclearance requirements (“covered jurisdictions”) had removal rates equal to other jurisdictions
(“noncovered jurisdictions”).24 After 2013, the two groups

FA L L O U T F R O M
SHELBY COUNTY
Increases in purge rates in previously covered
jurisdictions weren’t the only changes after Shelby
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County.1 Following the decision, many states and
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jurisdictions proceeded to enact or implement
laws that would have been subject to preclear-

In the two-year period ending in 2008, the median
jurisdiction purged 6.2 percent of its voters.21 At one end
of the spectrum in 2008, Salt Lake County, Utah, purged
less than 0.1 percent of its voters, and at the other end
of the spectrum, Milwaukee County, Wisconsin, purged
more than 34 percent of its voters. Of the 2,534 counties that reported purge rates to the Election Assistance
Commission in 2008, only 97 had purged more than 15
percent of its registered voters in a two-year period.
Between the federal elections of 2014 and 2016, almost
4 million more names were purged from the rolls than
in 2006-08. In this same period, more than twice the
number of counties — 205 — had purged more than 15
percent of their voters than between 2006 and 2008.
Although a higher removal rate is not inherently bad,
more purging means increased potential for eligible voters

ance. In fact, states formerly under preclearance
requirements were more likely to pass legislation
restricting their voting and election practices than
the nation as a whole. Of the nine states once
fully covered by the Voting Rights Act, seven have
passed restrictive legislation since 2010. Of the 41
states not fully covered, only 18 passed restrictive
laws over the same period. Two of these states
(Florida and North Carolina) each had several
counties subject to the Voting Rights Act.2

1
2

 helby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 2 (2013).
S
See Brennan Center for Justice, New Voting Restrictions in America, May
2017, https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/analysis/
New_Voting_Restrictions.pdf. We include in this count legislation that was
enacted and subsequently struck down by courts. See, e.g., Applewhite v.
Pennsylvania, No. 330 M.D. 2012, 2014 WL 184988 (Pa. Commw. Ct. Jan.
17, 2014) (striking down Pennsylvania voter ID law).
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sharply diverged. For the 2012-14 and 2014-16 two-year
election cycles, the removal rate for noncovered jurisdictions did not budge. The story was entirely different for
covered jurisdictions, whose median removal rate was 2
percentage points higher after the Shelby County decision
than the noncovered jurisdictions.25 Though 2 percentage
points may seem like a small number, more than 2 million
fewer voters would have been removed if these counties
had removal rates comparable to the rest of the country.
Previously covered jurisdictions ended up removing more
than 9 million voters between the presidential elections
of 2012 and 2016. These increases were not concentrated
in just a few small counties: 67 percent of residents in
previously covered jurisdictions lived in areas where the
removal rate increased, compared to just 46 percent of
residents in non-covered jurisdictions. These calculations
are restricted to jurisdictions that reported their data each
year, but there is evidence that the same trend happened
in counties that did not report each year, as our Texas
analysis below shows.
The increase in removal rates in counties previously
covered by the preclearance provision is not attributable
to geographical or partisan factors (see footnote 25 for
more information). We also conducted a difference-in-differences regression analysis26 to see if population, minority presence, income, or other factors could explain
the increase in removal rates in these counties. Even after
controlling for these factors, a jurisdiction’s former status
under the Voting Rights Act was strongly associated with
higher voter removal rates. Although this effect was larger
in the two-year period coinciding with the lifting of the
preclearance requirement, it continued even into the twoyear period ending with the presidential election of 2016.
To be absolutely clear, our analysis cannot establish what
percentage, if any, of these post-Shelby County purges were
done erroneously. What we do know is that provisional
ballots, which are given to voters who are missing from
the voter rolls, had a statistically significant relationship
to purge rates in previously covered jurisdictions.27 This
means that as the purge rates increased, so did the number
of people who showed up to vote but were unable to do
so, either because their names were not on the rolls or for
some other reason.
Another factor is that between the presidential elections
of 2012 and 2016, a handful of states implemented strict
voter ID laws that required voters to cast provisional
ballots if they did not have one of the limited number
of accepted identifications. The implementation of these
laws could, of course, have led to an increase in provisional ballot rates. (To isolate the impact of increased purge
rates on provisional ballot rates, we performed a regression
4 | BR E NNA N C ENTE R F OR J UST I CE

analysis in which we controlled for the implementation of
strict voter ID laws and other sociodemographic factors.
The regression specification and a closer look at a few
counties with big increases in purge rates and provisional
ballots can be found in Appendix C.)
The changes were particularly notable in three states:
Georgia, Texas, and Virginia.
In Georgia, 750,000 more names were purged between
2012 and 2016 than between 2008 and 2012. Although
Georgia did not report provisional ballot rates in 2012,
their provisional ballot rates in the federal elections of
2010 and 2014 correspondingly increased as the removal
rates increased. Of the state’s 159 counties, 156 reported
increases in removal rates post-Shelby County. This included the state’s 86 most populous counties. The increased
purge rate occurred during a period when Georgia was
criticized for several controversial voter registration practices. For example, Georgia was sued for blocking registration applications between 2013 and 2016 because information (including hyphens in names) did not match state
databases precisely. Georgia agreed to cease the matching
rule as a result of the lawsuit but then enacted legislation
reinstating a very similar practice the next year.28
Texas did not report removal rates for the two years
ending in 2012 and is thus excluded from our high-level
analysis of the previously covered jurisdictions. Nonetheless, the state exhibited a substantial increase in removal
rates when we compare the two-year periods ending with
the federal elections of 2010 and 2014. Between 2012
and 2014, approximately 363,000 more voters were
removed than in 2008-10.29 Unsurprisingly, the provisional ballot rate also increased between the midterm
elections of 2010 and 2014. Consistent with the broader
trend, these increases were not driven only by small
counties: Fourteen of the 20 most populous counties
increased their removal rates. Of the 183 Texas counties
that reported their removal rates in both periods, 121
saw an increase after the Shelby County decision. Among
the Texas counties that consistently reported their data
and increased their removal rate after the Shelby County decision, the median increase was 3.5 percent. This
increased purge rate did not occur in isolation but was
joined by restrictive voting legislation. In 2014, a federal
district court ruled that the strict photo ID law that
Texas passed in 2011 was motivated in part by a discriminatory purpose of reducing minority political participation.30 The Court of Appeals of the 5th Circuit did not
decide whether the law was motivated by discriminatory
animus but did conclude it had a discriminatory effect.31
In 2017, Texas passed a new voter ID law. Litigation
regarding the new law is ongoing.

In Virginia, previously covered counties removed 379,019
more voters between 2012 and 2016 than between 2008
and 2012. Once again, the increase in purge rates in these
counties was not driven by small counties purging more
voters. All the previously covered counties except one increased removal rates after Shelby County. The one previously covered county that showed a decrease — Highland
County — is the least populous county in the state, home
to just 2,230 people. More than 99 percent of Virginia’s
voters live in counties that increased their removal rates
after Shelby County. As later discussed in more detail, a
contributing factor may have been a highly problematic
purge process that Virginia mounted in 2013.

States Continue to Conduct Flawed Purges
Broadly speaking, purges go wrong for one of two basic
reasons: bad information about who should be removed
from the rolls or a bad method for removing them. There
are tools to catch and correct these mistakes, some of
which are legally mandated. For example, federal law sets
forth some important and relevant safeguards, such as
requiring that systematic purges — those in which voter
rolls are compared with lists of potentially ineligible individuals to remove groups of voters at the same time —
occur well in advance of an election. Another is making
sure certain categories of voters get a notice and waiting
period before removal.32 Yet as both a legal and practical
matter, many states lack sufficient safeguards to detect
and correct problems so that any harm can be repaired in
advance of an election.
Two states’ recent experiences illustrate the basic reasons
purges go wrong — Arkansas used bad information, while
Texas used a bad method.
In June 2016, the Arkansas secretary of state sent county
officials a list of more than 7,700 records from the Arkansas Crime Information Center (ACIC) of persons who
were supposedly ineligible to vote and should be removed
from the rolls.33 (Those convicted of felonies in Arkansas
lose their right to vote until their sentence is complete or
they are pardoned.34) But the list included a high percentage of voters who were indeed eligible,35 yet appeared
on the list because they had had some involvement with
the court system, such as a misdemeanor conviction or
a divorce.36 Also included were names of those whose
voting rights had been restored.37 The error became public
in July 2016, and despite the public outcry, the records
of fewer than 5,000 of the more than 7,700 erroneously
listed voters had been corrected by September 2016.38
Pulaski County, the largest county in the state, explained
that the problem was flagged by the counties, not the
state, and not all counties were able to correct errors.

Previously, the secretary of state had not been providing
counties with regular updates of conviction data and, in
the past, had been using the wrong source list for data
on felony convictions. Once Arkansas switched to the
list required by law, the secretary did an overly broad
match and provided counties with inflated lists with bad
matches. Pulaski County flagged the errors and was able
to investigate the list, but some counties with insufficient
resources simply sent purge notices to everyone on the list.39
Texas is an example of a bad purge caused by flawed data
matching. In 2012, Texas officials conducted a purge of
voters presumed to be dead. According to a representative from the Texas secretary of state’s office, the purge
was driven by a comparison of Texas voters’ information
to the Social Security Administration’s Death Master File
— the first time Texas had conducted such an exercise.40
Matching to the Death Master File was required under
a then-new Texas law (H.B. 174) mandating election
officials to obtain such information about potentially
deceased voters quarterly.41
While the 2008 Brennan Center report on voter purges
showed that the Death Master File can contain errors,42 the problem in Texas occurred because the state
used what are called “weak” matches (meaning that the
chances that the person identified was actually deceased
were too low to be trusted) to target voters without
conducting any further investigation.43 For example, a
voter whose date of birth and last four digits of their
Social Security number matches a dead person’s record
would be a “weak” match.44 On these grounds, a living
Texas voter (and Air Force veteran) named James Harris,
Jr., was flagged for removal because he shared information with an Arkansan, “James Harris,” who had died
in 1996.45 According to one analysis, more than 68,000
of the 80,000 voters identified as possibly dead were
weak matches.46 This policy of flagging voters based on a
weak match without further investigation was eventually
changed when Texas settled litigation that had arisen on
account of the bad purge.47
States south of the Mason-Dixon Line do not have a
monopoly on bad purges. Before the April 2016 primary
election, the New York City Board of Elections purged
more than 200,000 voters, the majority of whom lived in
Brooklyn. In 2014 and 2015, the Brooklyn Borough Office of the Board of Elections targeted for removal people
who had not voted since the 2008 election.48 New York
City officials complied with the portion of federal law requiring them to send notice to affected voters but not with
the part that required them to wait two federal elections
before purging those who did not respond. Instead, the
Board of Elections gave voters 14 days to respond, then
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purged voters immediately. In the end, nearly 118,000
registrations were canceled when voters did not respond
to these notices.49 And through another process, an
additional 100,000 voters were removed (also without the
required waiting period) because New York City Board of
Elections officials believed they had moved.50 On Election
Day, thousands of voters showed up at the polls only to
learn their registrations had been erased. Moreover, these
problems were not evenly distributed. One report found
that 14 percent of voters in Hispanic-majority election
districts were purged compared to 9 percent of voters in
other districts.51

Federal Role in Voter Protection Diminished
The increased purge rates are a cause for concern because
there are fewer federal protections against improper purges. The Shelby County decision has halted the preclearance
provision, which had previously blocked election changes
in certain jurisdictions unless it could be shown that the
change would not make minority voters worse off and was
not enacted with discriminatory intent.
And at least for now, voters have lost another important
protector against improper purges: the Justice Department. Since 1993, the Justice Department has been
charged with enforcing the National Voter Registration
Act, the primary source of federal protection against
inaccurate or overly broad purges.52 While the Justice
Department’s purge history is mixed,53it brought provoter NVRA lawsuits during the Obama administration. Enforcement actions for violating the NVRA were
undertaken against at least six states. In Florida and New
York, the DOJ successfully challenged state purge practices.54 In Florida, the Justice Department joined civic
groups who successfully challenged the state’s practice
of conducting systematic purges just 90 days before an
election.55
But the Trump administration has reversed course. For
instance, in Husted v. A. Philip Randolph Institute, the
Obama administration filed a brief in support of plaintiffs
challenging an Ohio purging practice in which individuals who failed to vote in a single election received
purge notices and were ultimately purged if they did not
respond and did not vote in the next two federal elections.
Failure to vote in a single election is poor evidence of
ineligibility because not voting is common; for example,
in the last midterm election, nearly 60 percent of Ohioans
did not vote.56 But when the case was pending before the
U.S. Supreme Court in the summer of 2017, the Justice
Department switched sides and supported Ohio.57 On
June 11, 2018, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of Ohio
and the Justice Department’s new position.58
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Last summer, the Trump Justice Department also sent
letters to 44 states demanding information about their
voter purge practices.59 Although the Justice Department
has not taken further action so far, the suspicion is that
the inquiries could be a precursor to enforcement actions
to force states to purge more aggressively.60

New Flaws in Voter Purges
Three new risks have emerged in voter purges in recent
years. One is the growth of interstate databases that purport to identify voters who have moved to a new state and
are registered in both their current and former state. The
two databases primarily used are the Interstate Voter Registration Crosscheck program (Crosscheck) and Electronic
Registration Information Center (ERIC).
Launched in 2005 by the Kansas secretary of state, Crosscheck purports to identify voters who may have cast ballots in two different states in the same election. In 2017,
28 states participated in Crosscheck by sharing voter data
with the system,61 but not all of those states actively used,
or use, Crosscheck to remove voters. The number of participating states in 2018 is still to be determined because a
number of states are assessing their participation.
Another data-matching initiative, ERIC, began with
assistance from the Pew Charitable Trusts in 2012. Twenty-four states and the District of Columbia are or will
soon be members of ERIC.62
The second risky development is the increasing number
of states scouring their rolls to identify alleged noncitizens
registered to vote: The number of states with statutes
specifically mandating searching for and removing noncitizens from the rolls has increased from two to six since
2008. Of course, noncitizens are not permitted to vote in
federal and state elections, but the sources states rely upon
to determine voter citizenship, such as driver’s license lists,
are not highly accurate. Moreover, the primary policy
justification for aggressive purges aimed at removing noncitizens from the rolls — supposed widespread noncitizen
voting — is not supported by the facts, a Brennan Center
study of the 2016 election found. The study looked at 42
jurisdictions in 12 states, including eight of the 10 jurisdictions with the nation’s largest noncitizen populations.
Out of the 23.5 million votes cast in these jurisdictions,
election officials referred only 30 instances of suspected
noncitizen voting, or .0001 percent of the total.63
Finally, several conservative activist groups have sued state
and local jurisdictions in recent years seeking to force
them to purge their rolls more aggressively. For instance,

last September the Public Interest Legal Foundation noted
that it had brought nine suits in six states in the past two
years alleging lax vigilance of voter rolls. That tally was
included in a press release announcing that the group had
put 248 counties in 24 states “on notice” that they were
risking litigation if they could not demonstrate “effective
voter roll maintenance.”64

Interstate Voter Registration Crosscheck
Program (Crosscheck)
Purges based on a change of address have long been
complicated and error prone. When the Brennan Center looked at purges a decade ago, it found that states
primarily used the National Change of Address database
compiled by the U.S. Postal Service to identify movers

(as well as driver’s license information).65 But states have
begun using other databases that go beyond the traditional sources of change-of-address information. Our research
shows these new interstate databases have serious weaknesses that can lead to widespread and inaccurate purges.
When it began in 2005, the Kansas-based Crosscheck
program had only four members.66 In 2017, the most
recent year data was shared, 28 states submitted data to
the program.67 Crosscheck’s purpose is to identify possible
“double voters” — an imprecise term that could be used to
refer to people who have registrations in two states or who
actually voted in an election in multiple states. While it is
not uncommon for those who have recently moved to be
registered in multiple places, actual double voting is rare.
In 2017, Crosscheck examined the records of 98 million

CROSSCHECK IN THE CROSSHAIRS
Crosscheck’s flaws put approximately 100 million voters in its
database at potential risk, but
some individuals are more vulnerable than others. Because of the
loose matching criteria used by
the program, parents and children
with the same name are at greater
risk of being confused with each
other. Voters with common names
are also more likely to match with
different individuals for obvious reasons, but a less-obvious concern is
the disproportionate effect this has
on minority voters. African-American, Asian-American, and Latino
voters are much more likely than
Caucasians to have one of the most
common 100 last names in the United States.1
Crosscheck creates matches based
on first name, last name, and birthdate. Shared names and birthdates
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are fairly common. In fact, if you
were to gather 23 or more people in
the same place, there is a greater
than 50 percent chance that two
people would share a birthday (day
and month).2 Even adding in the
year doesn’t make an enormous
difference: In a group of 180 people,
it’s more likely than not that two
people will have been born on the
exact same day.3
Of course, adding in first and last
names substantially decreases the
rate at which people look the same
on paper. It doesn’t, however, lower
that rate sufficiently to make Crosscheck anywhere near accurate.
When looking at records of millions
of people, matching birthdates and
names can still return thousands
of inaccurate matches. This is true
not only because of the so-called
birthday problem but also because

of the variation in the popularity
of names. Jennifer, for instance,
was the most common name for
women born in the 1970s4 but was
the 191st most common name for
women born between 2010 and
2017.5 On average, 160 Jennifers
were born every single day in the
U.S. between 1970 and 1979.
Among these, there were doubtless
many who shared surnames common among Americans.
The program also hurts frequent
movers such as college students
and military personnel, who are
more likely to be wrongly flagged
by the database following a recent
move. Because Crosscheck’s date
of registration data is unreliable,
those who move more frequently
are more likely to be wrongly identified as having moved out of the
state that purges them.6

 on-white people are more likely to have common shared names. For instance, 16.3 percent of Hispanic people and 13 percent of black people have one of the 10
N
most common surnames, compared to 4.5 percent of white people. Joshua Comenetz, “Frequently Occurring Surnames in the 2010 Census,” U.S. Census Bureau,
October 2016, available at https://www2.census.gov/topics/genealogy/2010surnames/surnames.pdf.
Michael P. McDonald and Justin Levitt, “Seeing Double Voting: An Extension of the Birthday Problem,” Election Law Journal 7, (2007): 111–122, https://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=997888.
Sharad Goel et al., “One Person, One Vote: Estimating the Prevalence of Double Voting in U.S. Presidential Elections” (working paper, Stanford University, 2017) 3,
https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/morse/files/1p1v.pdf.
“Top names of the 1970s,” Social Security Administration, accessed June 15, 2018. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/decades/names1970s.html.
“Top names of the period 2010 - 2017,” Social Security Administration, accessed June 15, 2018. https://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/decades/names2010s.html.
Sharad Goel et al., “One Person, One Vote: Estimating the Prevalence of Double Voting in U.S. Presidential Elections” (working paper, Stanford University, 2017) appendix-22, https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/morse/files/1p1v.pdf.
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voters68 and produced 7.2 million “matches” representing
3.6 million voters supposedly registered in two states.69
Crosscheck compares the voter registration list of each
participating state against the voter registration lists of
the other participating states and flags all records that
have the same first name, last name, and date of birth.70
But in groups as large as statewide (or multistate) voter
registration lists, the statistical odds of two registrants
having the same name and birth date is sufficiently high
as to be problematic.71 A 2017 study led by Stanford
professor Sharad Goel found that if applied nationwide,
Crosscheck would “impede 300 legal votes for every
double vote prevented.”72 Moreover, the study found
that “there is almost no chance that double votes could
affect the outcome of a national election.”73 One of
Crosscheck’s problems is that it does not have reliable
registration dates, which means that an election official
cannot competently determine which of the two places
a voter is registered is more recent and therefore which
state should remove the voter.
Virginia had a major problem with Crosscheck five
years ago when it tried to purge nearly 39,000 voters.
Crosscheck relies on little information before concluding
that registration records in different states belong to the
same person. Virginia sent counties the roster of voters
for removal without checking its accuracy, and counties
were not furnished with any guidance about the data or
sufficient time to conduct a thorough review.74 Eligible voters were wrongly flagged as having moved from
Virginia to another state when they had in fact moved
from another state to Virginia.75 Error rates in some
counties ran as high as 17 percent.76 Counties did not
begin spotting errors until some had begun removing
voters. At the urging of civic groups, the state issued
new guidance on the use of Crosscheck data but not
until thousands of voters had been purged right before a
statewide election.77
Especially troubling is that at least four states have policies
or regulations on the books providing for the use of
Crosscheck in an illegal manner. Alabama,78 Indiana,79
and Maine80 regulations allow counties to use Crosscheck
to immediately purge voters from the rolls, without
providing these voters notice and a two-election waiting
period before deleting them as required by the NVRA.81
And Arizona regulations permit removing voters based on
Crosscheck in some instances within 90 days of a federal
election,82 which is not allowed under the NVRA for
systematic purges such as those using Crosscheck.
Not all participating states are actively using Crosscheck
data to identify and remove potentially ineligible voters.
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In recent years, at least eight states have left the program
altogether and no longer share data with or receive data
from Crosscheck.83 Additionally, seven other states have
curtailed their use of Crosscheck data by not using it for
the purposes of voter-list maintenance.84 Instead, these
states either do nothing with the data they receive or use
it solely to identify people who appear to have voted (not
merely registered) in multiple states.
In the midst of publicity around lax security protocols
with Crosscheck85 and news earlier this year that Crosscheck would review its security protocols and postpone
uploading data,86 Illinois announced that it would no
longer transmit data to Crosscheck.87 A state official was
quoted as saying, “we will transmit no data to Crosscheck
until security issues are addressed to our satisfaction.”88
A South Carolina official expressed a similar sentiment,
explaining that the state stopped using data “due to issues
with verification and concerns about cybersecurity.”89
According to an attorney representing the state of Indiana
in litigation related to the state’s use of Crosscheck, as of
May 2 of this year, Crosscheck was not accepting data
from participating states while a review of security processes remained in progress.90
Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC)
The Electronic Registration Information Center is a
program that uses voter registration data, motor vehicle
licensing information, Social Security Administration
data, and National Change of Address information to
identify voters who may have moved. Begun six years ago,
24 states plus the District of Columbia are enrolled in the
program (or soon will be).91 To participate in ERIC, states
must submit extensive voter data, including full address,
driver’s license or state ID number, last four digits of social security number, date of birth, voter registration activity dates, current record status, eligibility documentation,
phone number, and email address.92 Election officials in
ERIC-participating states told us they provide notice and
a two-election waiting period before removing voters.93
Election officials reported that ERIC also helps them
identify potential voters who have moved into their
jurisdictions but have not registered.94 And one analysis of
ERIC’s first year of operation showed increases in registrations in ERIC states relative to non-ERIC states.95
Although most of the election administrators that we
interviewed reported positive experiences with ERIC, the
new data source has its limits. Administrators from Maryland and Illinois, for example, reported that it could be
difficult to determine a voter’s most recent address, which
is a problem for frequent movers.96 This absence of precise

information means that, even though ERIC is generally
processed at the state level, it is local officials who must
identify errors and determine which registration is more
current — the one in the relevant jurisdiction or a registration in another state.97 Wisconsin, meanwhile, reported
that although ERIC was helpful in updating more than
25,000 registration addresses in 2017 and 2018, it also
resulted in more than 1,300 voters signing “supplemental
poll lists” at a spring 2018 election, indicating that they
had not in fact moved and were wrongly flagged.98
Efforts to Purge Noncitizens Are More Frequent and
Often Rely on Flawed Data
The Brennan Center’s 2008 study found that attempts to
purge noncitizens were rare. Back then only two states,
Texas and Virginia, had laws mandating specific procedures
for identifying noncitizens.99 In the last decade, four more
states — Georgia, Iowa, Minnesota, and Tennessee — have
passed laws requiring removal of noncitizens.100 More states
are likely to pass such laws because of pressure to aggressively search for and delete noncitizen registrations.
As is true with other purges, the information relied upon
to purge alleged noncitizens can be inaccurate. For example, at least 14 states have sought access to the federal
Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE)
program,101 which checks several databases to ascertain
the residence or citizenship status of people who have
contacted benefit-granting agencies.102 Some states, such
as Virginia, were granted access. However, states found
the database is useful only if an election administrator
has someone’s alien identification number, information
election officials typically do not possess.103
Some states use driver’s license data to purge noncitizens.
Minnesota, Tennessee, and Virginia have statutes mandating this approach. Generally, driver’s license data is
deployed in one of two ways.104 One involves review of
documents the registrant provided to the driver’s license
office when obtaining a license. If a person showed a
Permanent Resident Card, the presumption is that the
registrant is a noncitizen and should be removed from the
rolls. The problem, however, is that a person can lawfully
not update their driver’s license information for many
years, in which time they may have become a citizen.105
States may also scour their voter lists for those who did
not check the box indicating that they were a citizen on
their driver’s license application or renewal. Virginia has a
specific statutory provision requiring this; Maryland does
not but still engages in the practice.106 Not surprisingly,
election officials told us that sometimes citizens fail to
check the citizenship box.107

In addition, at least three states (Georgia, Louisiana, and
Texas) remove voters if they decline jury service on the
grounds of noncitizenship.108 But election officials told
the Brennan Center in a 2017 report on noncitizen voting
that eligible voters have been known to assert they are
noncitizens solely for the purpose of evading jury duty.
While illegal, these declarations are not necessarily indicative that a noncitizen has been registered to vote.109
Activist Groups Pressing for More Aggressive Purges
Another new dynamic is activist groups agitating for
election officials to purge the rolls more aggressively. In
the past, litigation was often used by groups seeking to
protect voters against bad voter purges. For example, civic
groups prevented voters from being illegally purged in
Michigan in 2008,110 Colorado in 2010,111 and Florida in
2012.112
From 1998 through 2007, most of the litigation seeking
purges was brought by the Justice Department — which
made voter purges a priority in the midst of a failed
nationwide voter fraud hunt113 — whereas private plaintiffs typically brought suits because they were worried
eligible people would be improperly purged. From 2008
to the present however, more than half of the 32 federal
purge-related lawsuits brought by private parties have
been filed by plaintiffs who believed that jurisdictions are
not purging enough names from the rolls.114
In nine cases brought by private parties since 2012,
election officials agreed to undertake more aggressive list
maintenance.115 One of the defendants in these cases was
Noxubee County, a poor, rural, majority-Black county in
eastern Mississippi that was sued by the American Civil
Rights Union (ACRU, not to be confused with the American Civil Liberties Union).
“They went after minority counties who didn’t have the
financial resources to push back,” said Willie M. Miller,
the Election Commissioner for Noxubee County’s fourth
district.116 As of this writing, the ACRU is suing Starr
County and the State of Texas117 for failing to purge aggressively enough, and the like-minded Judicial Watch has
brought litigation in California.118
Unfortunately, this litigation has consequences. The
ACRU lawsuit against Noxubee County resulted in about
1,500 (more than 12 percent) of its 9,000 voters being
made inactive.119 Being designated as inactive is the first
stage of the removal process. The waiting period of two
federal elections has yet to expire, so it’s unclear at this
juncture how many voters will ultimately be removed.120
Similarly, Judicial Watch’s 2012 suit against Indiana121
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arguably led to the state undertaking more aggressive list
maintenance. Before the suit was dismissed, Indiana announced that it had sent an “address confirmation mailing
to all voters” and undertook other purging initiatives that
led to more than 480,000 canceled registrations after the
2016 election.122 Judicial Watch boasted that their lawsuit
“forced” Indiana to undertake additional purge practices;123 Indiana first sent out the required federal notices in
2014, then purged voters who did not respond and did
not vote in 2014 or 2016.
Litigation is but one element of a broader strategy by these
groups to force purges. In 2016, the Public Interest Legal
Foundation published a report entitled “Alien Invasion

in Virginia,” complete with a flying saucer on the cover.
Extrapolating from a small sample, the missive misleadingly
suggested thousands of votes had been cast by noncitizens,124 a claim election officials dispute.125 The Foundation’s pressure may have had an impact: Six hundred
ninety-three alleged noncitizens were purged in the 2016
reporting period, but that number more than doubled
to 1,686 in the 2017 period.126 The purge has spawned
yet more litigation, with several voters complaining that
they were wrongly deleted, and the Public Interest Legal
Foundation has been sued for defamation and illegal voter
intimidation.127 Election fraud vigilantes have also brought
mass challenges to voters’ registrations, including in North
Carolina, where a judge blocked the practice.128

CHALLENGES CONTINUE
In at least 15 states, “challenge”
laws permit challenges to the validity of a voter’s registration prior to
Election Day (additional states allow
challenges to eligibility at the time
of voting only).1 These challenge
laws, which are designed to allow
for questioning the eligibility of
registered voters on a case-by-case
basis, have been used recently in
several states to try to systematically remove voters from the rolls,
functioning effectively as a purge
that can operate outside the NVRA’s
protections. The use of challenge
laws as back doors for purging is
legally dubious and increases the
risk of wrongful removals; precisely
what has happened in some states.
Colorado’s former secretary of state,
Scott Gessler, matched the voter
rolls against driver’s license lists to
produce a large (and inflated) list of
potential noncitizens. He then attempted to use his state’s challenger
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laws to remove voters en masse.
After much public criticism, Gessler
abandoned the effort.2

to remove suspected noncitizens
from the rolls, but he was blocked by
a court.5

In Hancock County, Georgia, the majority-white Board of Elections used
challenge procedures in the weeks
leading up to a 2015 municipal election to challenge 174 voters — nearly
20 percent of the town of Sparta’s
electorate. The majority of the
challenged voters were Black. Some
of the challenges were based on
as little evidence as a discrepancy
between a voter registration address
and an address record in a flawed
driver’s license database. Other challenges were based on second-hand
claims that a voter had moved out
of the county.3 After being sued, the
county agreed to reinstate wrongfully challenged voters who had been
removed from registration lists.4

And in North Carolina, a federal
court ruled in 2016 that local
boards of elections likely violated
the NVRA (52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)
(2)(A)) when they systematically
purged hundreds of voters through
citizen-initiated challenge procedures fewer than 90 days before the
general election. The judge based
her ruling on the systematic purge
occurring within the prohibited
window, but she also remarked that
the challenge process, which allows
voters to be removed if they do not
show up at a hearing upon being
challenged based on second-hand
evidence of a move, seemed “insane.”6 Nevertheless, state lawmakers expressly rejected legislation
that would have made it more
difficult to sustain a voter challenge
on this basis.7

Iowa’s former secretary of state,
Matt Schultz, tried to use challenges

Nicholas Riley, Voter Challengers (New York: Brennan Center for Justice, August 2012), https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Voter_Challengers.pdf.
“Scott Gessler Decides Not To Proceed With Voter Purge After All,” HuffPost, September 12, 2012, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/10/scott-gessler-decides-not_n_1871524.html.
Complaint, Georgia NAACP et al v. Hancock County Bd. Of Elec. and Registration, No. 5:15-cv-00414 (M.D. Ga. Filed Nov. 3, 2015), https://lawyerscommittee.org/
wp-content/
Kathleen Foody, “Georgia County Agrees to Restore Black Voters’ Rights,” Associated Press, March 8, 2017, https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/georgia/articles/2017-03-08/georgia-county-to-restore-black-voters-rights-under-us-law. uploads/2016/01/Hancock-Co-Complaint.pdf.
Ruling, Am. Civ. Liberties Union v. Schultz, No. CV00931 (Iowa D. Polk March 5, 2014).
“North Carolina Voter Challenge Process Seems ‘Insane,’ Judge Says,” Associated Press, November 2, 2016, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/north-carolina-voter-challenge-process-seems-insane-judge.
H. 303, Sess. 2017 (N.C. 2017), https://www2.ncleg.net/BillLookup/2017/H303.
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Solutions
While no one disputes the rolls should be accurate, voters
should be protected from wrongful purges. There are
several ways to safeguard voters from overly aggressive list
maintenance:

 Enforce the National Voting Registration Act’s
Protections.
The NVRA permits an aggrieved voter to sue if a jurisdiction has been informed of a possible violation and
does not correct it in a set period of time. Litigation to
enforce the NVRA is especially crucial in a time when
the Justice Department is unlikely to enforce voter
protections and outside groups are agitating for more
aggressive purges. Of course, most voters do not have the
expertise or resources to bring such litigation. Therefore it is critically important that civil rights and other
pro-voter organizations rigorously monitor purge activity
and have the wherewithal to sue when necessary.
 States Should Enact Laws That Provide Even More
Protections than the National Voter Registration
Act.
While the NVRA includes critical voter protections,
states should do more. For example, the NVRA requires
that voters suspected of moving from the jurisdiction
receive notice of their possible removal. Not surprisingly, most states do not provide notice beyond what
is federally required. For example, most states do not
provide notice to voters purged based on death or a
disenfranchising conviction, and many of those states
that do provide notice in these circumstances do so
only after the fact. States should surpass these minimal
standards. No matter the reason, all voters should be informed in advance of their possible deletion and should
be provided easy mechanisms for correcting errors on or
before Election Day.
 Enact Automatic Voter Registration.
Automatic voter registration is a popular reform that
minimizes errors, saves money, and increases registration of eligible citizens. Automatic voter registration
has two key features: (1) eligible citizens are registered unless they affirmatively decline; and (2) voter
registration information is electronically transferred
from a government office to election officials instead
of relying on pen and paper. Currently, 12 states plus
the District of Columbia have approved automatic
voter registration.129 In addition to adding more voters
to the rolls, automatic voter registration also catches
more address updates, reducing the need for changeof-address voter purges.
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Endnotes
1

In the two-year election cycle ending in 2008, the Brennan Center found the median jurisdiction purged 6.2 percent of voters. For the two years ending in 2016, this study finds that the purge rate of the median jurisdiction had
increased to 7.8 percent. We examined 49 states because North Dakota has no advance voter registration requirement and thus does not have required voter registration lists to purge. The state does keep records of individuals
who vote, but it is not necessary to be on any registration list at the time of voting to cast ballots. Although there are
other impediments to voting in North Dakota, including a strict photo ID law, voters do not face barriers related to
voter registration in the state.

2

We assessed 49 states on the following criteria: First, whether the state used the Interstate Voter Registration Crosscheck program in a way that is problematic or not compliant with the NVRA. We found five states deficient in this
category. Second, whether the state makes readily available lists of purged voters. We found 49 states deficient in
this category (at least 10 states have statutory requirements for making some names of purged voters available, but
all fail to do so in practice). Third, whether states provide prior notice to all voters purged on the basis of death,
felony conviction, or noncitizenship. We found 49 states deficient in this category (21 states have statutory requirements whereby voters purged on the basis of death or felony conviction receive notice before or after the purge,
but no state requires prior notice to voters purged for both categories). For additional recommendations to guard
against unlawful or problematic voter purges and why they are important, see Myrna Pérez, Voter Purges (New York:
Brennan Center for Justice, September 2008), 25-31, https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Voter.Purges.f.pdf.

3

Calculated from total numbers reported to the Elections Assistance Commission in 2008 and 2016. Compare
U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 2008 Election Administration and Voting Survey, https://www.eac.gov/
research-and-data/2008-election-administration-voting-survey/, and U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 2016
Election Administration and Voting Survey, https://www.eac.gov/research-and-data/2016-election-administration-voting-survey/.

4

These previously covered areas had median purge rates of 9.5 percent, while noncovered jurisdictions had median
purge rates of 7.5 percent.

5

The median county purge rate in the 2008-10 election cycle was 8.4 percent. But in the election cycle including the
Shelby County decision, 2012-14, the purge rate jumped 26 percent to a median county purge rate of 10.6 percent.

6

Myrna Pérez, Voter Purges (New York: Brennan Center for Justice, September 2008), https://www.brennancenter.
org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Voter.Purges.f.pdf.

7

Omitting North Dakota, as explained above.

8

We served public records requests on election officials and their offices at the state and local levels in 22 states and
sought interviews with election officials in 45. The numbers referenced in the text refer to respondents.

9

U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 2016 Election Administration & Voting Survey, June 2017, https://www.eac.
gov/research-and-data/election-administration-voting-survey/.

10 Not all jurisdictions report their data consistently. Whenever we make comparisons across time periods, we restrict
our sample to the counties reporting consistently. For instance, 2,394 jurisdictions report removal data for each of
the two-year periods ending in 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016. Our analysis exploring the impact of the end of the
preclearance condition of the Voting Rights Act looks only at these counties to ensure an apples-to-apples comparison.
11 U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 2016 Election Administration & Voting Survey, June 2017, https://www.eac.
gov/research-and-data/election-administration-voting-survey/. Sixteen million is in fact a conservative estimate
because it includes only voters removed from jurisdictions who reported their data to the EAC in 2016. It therefore
does not include voters removed during some problematic purges such as that in Kings County (Brooklyn), NY
(discussed above).
12 National Voter Registration Act of 1993, H.R. 2, 103rd Cong. (1993), 52 U.S.C. § 20507, is the main source of
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federal requirements. For more information on federal law around purges, see Appendix A.
13 Some states are not required to follow the National Voter Registration Act. The NVRA exempts the following states
from its purge protocols because those states had Election-Day registration or lacked voter-registration requirements on or after August 1, 1994: Idaho, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
National Voter Registration Act of 1993, H.R. 2, 103rd Cong. (1993) 52 U.S.C. § 20504(b). This reflects Congress’s
assessment that purge consequences are much less grave in a state that permits anyone eligible who is not on the
registration rolls to register and vote on Election Day.
14 “Criminal Disenfranchisement Laws Across the United States,” Brennan Center for Justice, last modified April 18,
2018, https://www.brennancenter.org/criminal-disenfranchisement-laws-across-united-states.
15 Ala. Code § 17-4-3(a) (requiring removal “whenever…a person registered to vote in that county has…been declared
mentally incompetent”); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 16-165(C) (requiring removal “[w]hen proceedings…result in a
person being declared incapable of taking care of himself and managing his property, and for whom a guardian
of the person and estate is appointed, result in such person being committed as an insane person”); Del. Code
Ann. tit. 15, §§ 1701(a), 1702 (requiring removal of “person adjudged mentally incompetent…[which] refers to a
specific finding in a judicial guardianship or equivalent proceeding, based on clear and convincing evidence that the
individual has a severe cognitive impairment which precludes exercise of basic voting judgment”); Fla. Stat. Ann. §
98.075(4) (requiring removal for “registered voters who have been adjudicated mentally incapacitated with respect
to voting and who have not had their voting rights restored”); Ga. Code Ann. § 21-2-231(b) (requiring removal
“[of those] who were declared mentally incompetent during the preceding calendar month in the county and whose
voting rights were removed”); Haw. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 11-23(a) (requiring removal “[of person] adjudicate[ed] as an
incapacitated person under the provisions of chapter 560…[if ] after the investigation the clerk finds that the person…lacks sufficient understanding or capacity to make or communicate responsible decisions concerning voting”);
Iowa Code Ann. § 48A.30(1)(e) (requiring removal “[if ] [t]he clerk of the district court or the state registrar sends
notice that the registered voter has been declared a person who is incompetent to vote under state law”); Ky. Rev.
Stat. Ann. § 116.113(2) (requiring removal “[u]pon receipt of notification from the circuit clerk that a person has
been declared incompetent”); La. Stat. Ann. § 18:172 (requiring removal “[after] judgment of full interdiction or a
limited interdiction for mental incompetence which specifically suspends the right to register and vote and which
has become definitive”); Code Me. R. tit. 29-250 Ch. 505, § 1(B) (requiring removal “[if ] the municipality receives
notice indicating that a registrant has been placed under guardianship due to mental illness”); Md. Code Ann.,
Elec. Law §§ 3-102(b)(2), 3-501 (requiring removal “[if person] is under guardianship for mental disability and a
court of competent jurisdiction has specifically found by clear and convincing evidence that the individual cannot
communicate, with or without accommodations, a desire to participate in the voting process”); Minn. Stat. Ann. §
201.145 (requiring removal “[of persons] under a guardianship in which a court order revokes the ward’s right to
vote or where the court has found the individual to be legally incompetent to vote”); Miss. Code. Ann. § 23-15153(1) (requiring removal “[of voters who have] received an adjudication of non compos mentis”); Mo. Ann. Stat.
§ 115.199 (requiring removal “of voters…adjudged incapacitated”); Mont. Code Ann. § 13-2-402(3) (requiring
removal “[if ] the elector is of unsound mind as established by a court”); Neb. Rev. Stat. Ann. §§ 32-313(1), 32326 (requiring removal “[of person] who is non compos mentis”); Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 293.540(2)(b) (requiring removal “[if ] the county clerk is provided a certified copy of a court order stating that the court specifically
finds by clear and convincing evidence that the person lacks the mental capacity to vote because he or she cannot
communicate, with or without accommodations, a specific desire to participate in the voting process”); N.M. Stat.
Ann. § 1-4-26 (requiring removal “[w]hen in proceedings held pursuant to law, the district court determines that a
mentally ill individual is insane as that term is used in the constitution of New Mexico”); N.Y. Elec. Law § 5-400(1)
(c) (requiring removal “[of voter who] has been adjudicated an incompetent”); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 3503.18(B)
(requiring removal of persons “who have been adjudicated incompetent for the purpose of voting, as provided in
section 5122.301 of the Revised Code”); Okla. Stat. Ann. tit. 26, § 4-120.5 (requiring removal “of all persons who
have been adjudged incapacitated”); S.C. Code Ann. § 7-5-340(1)(b) (requiring removal “if the elector is adjudicated mentally incompetent by a court of competent jurisdiction”); S.D. Codified Laws § 12-4-18 (requiring removal
“of persons declared mentally incompetent”); Tex. Elec. Code Ann. § 16.031(a)(3) (requiring removal “on receipt
of…an abstract of a final judgment of the voter’s total mental incapacity, partial mental incapacity without the
right to vote…or disqualification under Section 16.002”); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 29A.08.515 (requiring removal “[u]pon receiving official notice that a court has imposed a guardianship for an incapacitated person and has
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determined that the person is incompetent for the purpose of rationally exercising the right to vote, under chapter
11.88 RCW”); W.Va. Code, § 3-2-23(3) (requiring removal “[u]pon receipt of a notice from the appropriate court
of competent jurisdiction of a determination of a voter’s mental incompetence”); Wis. Stat. Ann. §§ 6.03, 6.48,
6.935 (requiring removal “[through challenge] [of a]ny person who is incapable of understanding the objective of
the elective process or who is under guardianship, unless the court has determined that the person is competent to
exercise the right to vote”); W.S.1977 §§ 22-3-102(a)(iv), 22-3-115(a)(iv) (requiring removal “[of person] currently
adjudicated mentally incompetent”). Additional states provide for loss of eligibility on these grounds but do not
specifically describe the manner of removal. See Michelle Bishop, “Disability Is No Reason to Strip a Person’s Voting
Rights,” HuffPost, May 12, 2018, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/opinion-bishop-disability-voters_us_5af5b085e4b0e57cd9f9042f.
16 See Doe v. Rowe, 156 F. Supp.2d 35 (D. Me. 2001); Minnesota Voters Alliance v. Ritchie, 890 F.S. 2d 1106 (August 17, 2012); in re Guardianship of Brian W. Erickson, 4th Judicial District, Dist. Ct., Probate/Mental Health
Division (October 12, 2012); see also Matt Vasilogambros, “Thousands Lose Right to Vote Under ‘Incompetence’
Laws,” HuffPost, March 21, 2018, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/thousands-lose-right-to-vote-under-incompetence-laws_us_5ab25f7ce4b004fe24699810.
17 E.g., Alaska Stat. Ann. § 15.07.130(c) (requiring use of information from bureau of vital statistics); Wash. Rev.
Code Ann. § 29A.08.510(2) (permitting use of obituaries); Tex. Elec. Code Ann. § 16.001 (requiring use of Social
Security Administration information).
18 Montana Code Ann. § 13-2-220.
19 Conn. Gen. Stat. § 9-32.
20 Ga. Code Ann. § § 21-1-231(a.1)(b) (requiring clerk of superior court to forward noncitizen jury declinations and
requiring election officials to remove names from voter list, La. Stat. Ann. § 18:178 (requiring clerk of the court
to provide names of individuals who respond to jury notices saying they are noncitizens to Department of State);
Minn Stat. Ann. § 201.145 (requiring county auditor to send to county attorney list of names of individuals who
are registered to vote and not citizens); Tenn. Code Ann. § 2-2-141 (requiring coordinator of elections to compare
registration list with Department of Safety database to ensure non-United States citizens are not registered to vote);
Tex. Elec. Code Ann. § 16.0332 (requiring registrar to initiate voter removal process for voters for whom the registrar receives a notice of disqualification or excusal from jury service because of citizenship status); Va. Code Ann. §
24.2-404(A)(4) (requiring registrars to delete record of registered voters known not to be a citizen from reports of
Department of Motor Vehicles or Systematic Alien Verification for Entitlements Program).
21 Throughout this document we report median removal rates. The median is the appropriate measure of central tendency because of how the removal rate data are distributed. Because some jurisdictions have very high removal rates,
while most are clustered close to the lower bound of zero, using the mean would artificially bias reported numbers
upward.
22 “About Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act,” The United States Department of Justice, accessed May 24, 2018,
https://www.justice.gov/crt/about-section-5-voting-rights-act.
23 Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 2 (2013).
24 Between the presidential elections of 2008 and 2012, the median two-year removal rate for both previously covered
and noncovered jurisdictions was 7.5 percent. Throughout this section, we limit our analysis to jurisdictions that
reported removal rates for each of the two-year periods ending 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016. Kings County, New
York, for instance, did not report removal rates for the two years ending 2016 and thus is excluded from the entire
pre/post Shelby analysis. It is important to note that this does not meaningfully impact our analysis: The median
removal rate in 2016 for counties that reported their data each year was 7.9 percent compared to 7.6 percent for
jurisdictions that reported their data in 2016 but also failed to do so in at least one other year. To maintain consistency with discussions of two-year removal rates elsewhere in this report, we continue to use two-year removal
rates here. For instance, Escambia County, Florida, removed 0.42 percent of its voters between 2008 and 2010, and
0.42 percent again between 2010 and 2012. Here we call their median two-year removal rate 0.42 percent. Their
four-year removal rate would, of course, be higher. We group the data into four-year buckets because of the natural
variation in removal rates between presidential and nonpresidential election cycles.
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25 Formerly covered jurisdictions are disproportionately located in the southeastern part of the country. We considered
the possibility that the increased purge rate is attributable to some regional factor or factors aside from the lifting of
the preclearance requirements. To control for this, we repeated the above analysis but restricted our sample to just
those states in the Southeast (AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, SC, TN, VA, and WV). Among jurisdictions in the Southeast that consistently reported their data, 461 counties were covered under the Voting Rights Act and 388 were not.
We found that even within the Southeast, formerly covered jurisdictions increased their purge rates more than their
noncovered peers. In fact, noncovered jurisdictions in the Southeast did not increase their removal rates between the
two periods. The increase in removal rates in previously covered jurisdictions in this region mirrored those of the
group of covered jurisdictions as a whole:
Federal Election 2008-12

Federal Election 2012-16

Previously Covered

7.2%

9.7%

Not Covered

6.6%

6.6%

Nor can the difference in purge rate be explained by differences in partisan tendency. Formerly covered counties are
more Republican-leaning than the nation as a whole. Within counties that reported data consistently to the EAC,
President Donald Trump received 51 percent of the ballots cast in counties that required preclearance prior to Shelby, but just 46 percent of the ballots cast in noncovered jurisdictions. To test the possibility that Republican-leaning
counties were more likely to increase their removal rates regardless of their status under the Voting Rights Act, we
compared the 409 previously covered jurisdictions that Trump received more votes than Hillary Clinton to the
1,594 noncovered jurisdictions in which he did so.
Federal Election 2008-12

Federal Election 2012-16

Previously Covered

7.3%

9.4%

Not Covered

7.5%

7.4%

Removal rates in noncovered jurisdictions that Trump won did not increase their removal rates at all. Trump-supporting jurisdictions that were previously covered, however, increased their removal rates substantially. Clearly, the
increase in removal rates among the jurisdictions that were covered under the VRA was not a function of an electorate likely to support Donald Trump. Sources: Townhall.com, https://townhall.com/election/2016/president; and
SouthEastern Division of the Association of American Geographers, http://sedaag.org.
26 See Appendix B.
27 See Appendix C. While not a perfect predictor because there are many reasons why a voter might cast a provisional
ballot, our finding that high provisional ballot numbers are probative as to the existence of a purge are corroborated by other experts in the field. See, for example, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Briefing Report: Department
of Justice Voting Rights Enforcement for the 2008 U.S. Presidential Election (Washington: July 2009) (summarizing
testimony of Dan Tokaji), http://www.usccr.gov/pubs/DOJVotingRights2008PresidentialElection.pdf.
28 Tim Reid and Grant Smith, “Missing Hyphens Will Make It Hard for Some People to Vote in U.S. Election,”
Reuters, April 11, 2018. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-election-laws/missing-hyphens-will-make-it-hardfor-some-people-to-vote-in-u-s-election-idUSKBN1HI1PX. Georgia’s practice of purging voters on the basis of
not voting was also challenged. See Georgia State Conf. of the NAACP v. Kemp, No. 2:16-cv-219, filed Sept. 14,
2016 (N.D. Ga.); Common Cause v. Kemp, No. 1:16-cv-00452, filed Feb. 10, 2016 (N.D. Ga.). See also Tony
Pugh, “Georgia Secretary of State Fighting Accusations of Disenfranchising Minority Voters,” McClatchy, October
7, 2016, http://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/politics-government/article106692837.html; Regina Willis, “More
Than 380,000 Georgia Voters Receive ‘Purge Notice,’” Rewire.News, July 21, 2017, https://rewire.news/article/2017/07/21/more-380000-georgia-voters-received-purge-notice/.
29 Overall, 54% of voters lived in counties in which the removal rate increased. Numbers are drawn from counties that
reported data in both 2010 and 2014, a set representing 94% of total Texas voters.
30 Veasey v. Perry, 71 F.Supp.3d 627 (S.D. Tex. 2014).
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31 Veasey v. Abbott, 830 F.3d 216 (5th Cir. 2016) (en banc) cert. denied, 137 S. Ct. 612 (2017).
32 National Voter Registration Act of 1993, H.R. 2, 103rd Cong. (1993), 52 U.S.C. § § 20507(b), (c)(2), (d)(2).
33 Holly Dickson (Legal Director, Arkansas Civil Liberties Union Foundation) to Hon. Mark Martin (Arkansas Secretary of State), October 31, 2016, 3, https://www.acluarkansas.org/sites/default/files/field_documents/369.pdf; John
Lyon, “Hutchinson: Clerks Should Lean Toward Letting People Vote,” Arkansas News, August 4, 2016, http://www.
arkansasnews.com/news/20160804/hutchinson-clerks-should-lean-toward-letting-people-vote.
34 In Arkansas, those convicted of a felony are ineligible to vote “unless the person’s sentence has been discharged or the
person has been pardoned.” Ark. Const. Amend. 51, § 9(a)(1).
35 More than 4,000 people were incorrectly included on the list. See John Lyon, “Hutchinson: Clerks Should Lean
Toward Letting People Vote,” Arkansas News, August 4, 2016, http://www.arkansasnews.com/news/20160804/
hutchinson-clerks-should-lean-toward-letting-people-vote. Pulaski County found that at least 300 of the 1,800 Pulaski County residents on the list belonged to people who were “completely innocent.” Matthew Mershon, “Pulaski
Co. Clerk Says Sec. of State Needs to Take Responsibility in Possible Voter Purge,” KATV, August 13, 2016, http://
katv.com/news/local/pulaski-co-clerk-says-sec-of-state-needs-to-take-responsibility-in-possible-voter-purge.
36 See Benjamin Hardy, “Data Mix-Up from Ark. Secretary of State Purges Unknown Number of Eligible Voters,”
Arkansas Blog, Arkansas Times, July 25, 2016, https://www.arktimes.com/ArkansasBlog/archives/2016/07/25/datamix-up-from-ark-secretary-of-state-purges-unknown-number-of-eligible-voters; Brenda Blagg, “Taking a Vote: State
Botches Inmate Report to County Clerks,” Between the Lines, Northwest Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, July 27, 2016.
37 See Benjamin Hardy, “Data Mix-Up from Ark. Secretary of State Purges Unknown Number of Eligible Voters,”
Arkansas Blog, Arkansas Times, July 25, 2016, https://www.arktimes.com/ArkansasBlog/archives/2016/07/25/datamix-up-from-ark-secretary-of-state-purges-unknown-number-of-eligible-voters.
38 See Brian Fanney, “20,000 Cases Erroneously Listed Felonies,” Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, Sep. 3, 2016, https://
www.pressreader.com/usa/arkansas-democrat-gazette/20160903/281496455722563.
39 Jason Kennedy (Assistant Chief Deputy Clerk, Pulaski County, Arkansas), interview by Brennan Center for Justice,
June 8, 2018.
40 See Julián Aguilar, “Voter Purge Bill Raises Concerns After Living Flagged as Possibly Dead,” The Texas Tribune,
September 12, 2012, https://www.texastribune.org/2012/09/12/concerns-raised-after-living-voters-flagged-dead/.
41 2011 Tex. Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 683 (H.B. 174), https://capitol.texas.gov/tlodocs/82R/billtext/pdf/HB00174F.pdf#navpanes=0.
42 See Myrna Pérez, Voter Purges (New York: Brennan Center for Justice, September 2008), 20 https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/publications/Voter.Purges.f.pdf.
43 See Defendant Andrade’s Notice Of Withdrawal, Plea To The Jurisdiction, And Motion To Dissolve The Temporary
Restraining Order, Moore v. Morton, No. D-1-GN-12-002923 (Dist. Ct. Travis Cnty. Tex. Sept. 21, 2012). See
also Chuck Lindell, “State Settles Lawsuit on ‘Dead’ Voter Purge,” American-Statesman, October 3, 2012, https://
www.statesman.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/state-settles-lawsuit-dead-voter-purge/n1zTG10Yiyobma3AlT7QSJ/.
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47 See Notice to the Court of Rule 11 Agreement, Moore v. Morton, No. D-1-GN-12-002923 (Dist. Ct. Travis Cnty.
Tex. Oct. 3, 2012); see also Chuck Lindell, “State Settles Lawsuit on ‘Dead’ Voter Purge,” American-Statesman,
October 3, 2012, https://www.statesman.com/news/state--regional-govt--politics/state-settles-lawsuit-dead-voterpurge/n1zTG10Yiyobma3AlT7QSJ/.
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Appendix A: Federal Statutory Regulation of Voter Purge Practices
Purge practices are regulated by a combination of federal and state law. Below is a summary of federal statutes:

VOTING RIGHTS ACT
As a general matter, the Voting Rights Act (VRA), 52 U.S.C. § 10301 et seq, prohibits discrimination in voting. The
Supreme Court has held that this prohibition applies to purges.1 Prior to 2013, certain jurisdictions were required to seek
federal preclearance of purge practices before they were implemented.2 However, the formula by which these jurisdictions
were covered was invalidated in Shelby County v. Holder,3 effectively ending preclearance until Congress issues a new
formula. Purge practices must still comply with Section 2 of the VRA, which bans discriminatory voting practices.4

NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION ACT
The National Voter Registration Act (NVRA) is the most comprehensive federal law regulating voter purges and applies
to 44 states. Six states (Idaho, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Wisconsin, and Wyoming) are exempt because they had election day registration or no voter registration as of the date provided by the NVRA. These exemptions
make sense because purge consequences are much less grave in a state that permits anyone eligible who is not on the
registration rolls to register and to vote on Election Day (or does not require them to register in order to vote).
The law discusses five categories of removal from voter rolls: (1) request of the registrant; (2) disenfranchising criminal
conviction; (3) mental incapacity; (4) death; and (5) change in residence.5 The NVRA sets forth a series of specific requirements that apply to purges of registrants believed to have changed residence.6
The law also contains a series of additional proscriptions on state practices. For example, it provides that list maintenance
must be uniform, nondiscriminatory, and in accordance with the Voting Rights Act.7 It also prohibits systematic voter
purges (those programs that remove groups of voters at once) within 90 days of a federal election.8 The Act also has provisions that apply on Election Day if a voter has changed address. Voters who have moved within a jurisdiction are permitted to vote at either their new or old polling place (states get to choose), while purged voters — mistakenly believed
to have moved — who show up on Election Day have the right to correct the error and cast a ballot that will count.9

HELP AMERICA VOTE ACT
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) reaffirms the requirements of the NVRA and contains additional regulations for voter list maintenance.10 For example, HAVA requires states to create statewide voter registration databases
with unique identifiers for registered voters.11 The law also requires states to attempt to verify the validity of information
submitted by voter registration applicants.12 HAVA also ensures that certain voters, including those who do not appear
on poll books, are permitted to vote provisional ballots at minimum.13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Young v. Fordice, 520 U.S. 273 (1997).
52 U.S.C. § 10304.
570 U.S.C. 2 (2013).
52 U.S.C. § 10301(a).
52 U.S.C. § 20507(a).
See 52 U.S.C. § 20507(d)(1).
52 U.S.C. § 20507(b)(1).
52 U.S.C. § 20507(c)(2)(A).
52 U.S.C. § 20507(e).
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a).
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(5)(A).
52 U.S.C. § 21083(a)(5)(B).
52 U.S.C. § 21082.
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Appendix B: What Explains a Jurisdiction’s Purge Rate?
Removal Rate
D (Preclearance Condition Lifted)

Removal Rate

0.0150***
(0.00166)

D (Preclearance Condition Lifted) * D (2014)

0.0240***
(0.00207)

D (Preclearance Condition Lifted) * D (2016)

0.00605***
(0.00193)

Median Age

-0.000600***
(0.000168)

-0.000601***
(0.000169)

Percent of Residents Who Moved in Past Year

0.0582***
(0.0124)

0.0578***
(0.0124)

Log (Median Income)

0.00639**
(0.00283)

0.00625**
(0.00283)

Log (Voting Age Population)

-0.000184***
(0.000608)

-0.000182***
(0.000608)

Log (Percent Black)

-0.00124***
(0.000362)

-0.00125***
(0.000362)

D (Secretary of State Appointed by Governor)

0.00634***
(0.00187)

0.00636***
(0.00187)

D (Secretary of State Appointed by Legislature)

0.0168***
(0.00202)

0.0168***
(0.00202)

D (State Legislature Controlled by Republicans)

0.0138***
(0.00122)

0.0138***
(0.00122)

0.0339
(0.0293)

0.0353
(0.0293)

9,057
0.069

9,057
0.073

Constant
Observations
R-squared
Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered by county.
Year dummies not shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Notes: Data are from the 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016
reporting periods. Includes jurisdictions that reported in
each time period.
Sources: U.S. Election Assistance Commission, U.S. Census
Bureau: American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates,
National Conference of State Legislatures
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Appendix C: Relationship Between Purge Rates and Provisional Ballot Rates
Provisional Ballot Rate
Removal Rate

0.0177**
(0.00697)

Turnout Rate

-0.00553***
(0.00164)

Log (Median Income)

0.00189***
(0.000504)

Log (Percent Black)

-0.000554*
(0.000308)

Log (Percent White)

-0.00453***
(0.00132)

D (Implemented Strict Voter ID Requirement)

-0.00314
(0.000406)

Constant

-0.0185***
(0.00523)

Observations
R-squared

1,854
0.741

Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered by county. Year and
state-level dummies not shown.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Notes: Data are from the 2010, 2012, 2014, and 2016 reporting periods. Includes jurisdictions covered under Section V of the Voting Rights Act at the
time of the Shelby County decision in 2013 that reported in each time period.
Sources: U.S. Election Assistance Commission, U.S. Census Bureau:
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates, National Conference
of State Legislatures.

Regression analysis shows that the higher a covered county's purge rate the higher their provisional ballot rate. Each 1
percent increase in removal rates was associated with an additional 1.8 provisional ballots for every 10,000 ballots cast.
Although this number is small, the median for these jurisdictions in the 2012 presidential election was fewer than 1 provisional ballot per 10,000 cast. Importantly, this statistically significant relationship holds even after controlling for other
sociodemographic factors such as population, turnout rate, racial composition, political orientation, and implementation
of strict voter ID requirements.
As with any statistical study of this sort, it is impossible to determine whether the increase in purge rates in any particular
county is responsible for an increase in provisional ballots. However, a closer look at the numbers in a few jurisdictions
suggests how this relationship might work.
Shelby County, Alabama, the jurisdiction at issue in Shelby County v. Holder, is illustrative. After preclearance ended in
2013, the county’s removal rate more than doubled, from 5.0 percent to 10.4 percent. In 2014, more than 18 percent of
the county’s voters were purged. In 2012, the provisional ballot rate was 0.15 percent, virtually identical to the national
average of 0.16 percent. Following years in which the county purged an average of 10 percent of voters, the provisional
ballot rate tripled to 0.45 percent.
Montgomery County, Alabama, also had to seek federal preclearance for purges in the past. From 2009 to 2012, when
preclearance was required, the average two-year removal rate was 4.7 percent, well below the national average. But after
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Shelby County effectively ended preclearance, the removal rates increased dramatically, nearly tripling to 12.0 percent.
Montgomery County’s numbers are similar to Shelby County’s. In the two years ending in 2014, a period covering the
cessation of preclearance, Montgomery County had a massive purge in which 21 percent of voters were removed. Subsequently, the provisional ballot rate shot up from 0.31 percent in the 2012 presidential election to more than 1 percent in
the 2016 election.
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